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Moore's Law: Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow
Abstract
Our industry has reaped the benefits of Moore's Law for 50 years now, making integrated circuits
that have grown from tens to billions of transistors and performing an increased range of functions
from memory to logic to signal processing. Scaled transistors have provided significant
improvements in performance and low power, but the main benefit of scaling has been lower cost
per transistor. As we scale to 10 nm and below it is becoming increasingly difficult to achieve
traditional improvements in performance, power and cost due to inherent leakage and resistance
increases of scaled devices, and the increased cost of added masking layers. Moore's Law will
continue beyond 10 nm by developing new materials and device structures to meet performance
and power requirements. The focus of future scaling will expand from traditional device scaling on
single chips to scaling larger systems using multiple chips in dense 3-dimensional packages. To
continue Moore's Law in the coming decades will require collaborative research between industry
and academic institutions.
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